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                            Wednesday 19th July 2023 

Dear Parent/Carer 

RE: Review of Temporary Change to Traffic Management Plan  

We would like to thank the majority of parents/carers who have been incredibly supportive 

of the temporary change to traffic management plan shared by me and the Trust last term. 

This is a short-term plan to support the expansion and refurbishment of our buildings to 

provide the best facilities for our children in the very near future. 

The morning drop off system is working well and further to feedback and observations of 

parking during pick up times, there are now cones to prevent parking along the Eden Road 

outside DENSO and along Eden Road. This is a result of receiving many concerns raised by 

staff at DENSO. They have also contacted council traffic management with the images. The 

images sent by them include cars parked in the entrance to their building obstructing their 

workers from being able to enter and exit the site safely and potentially causing accidents. I 

am sure you will all agree that this is not acceptable especially as there is ample parking along 

North View that is not being used. 

 

 

Mrs. J. Kaur, our Administration and Operations Manager, has also held meetings with local 

councillors to push forward the opening of the discontinued bus stop; reinstating the zig zag 

lines to secure parking for the coaches on Eden Road and the potential of a pedestrian 

crossing at our end of the Walsgrave roundabout dual carriageway. This process will involve 

traffic surveys to be conducted at impromptu times, so please be aware to follow the 

temporary traffic management guidance with care and with due regard to the health and 

safety of everyone and especially our children.  Thank you for your support and 

consideration. Vaheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Vaheguru Ji Ke Fateh. 

Yours sincerely, 

S. Sanghera 

Mrs. S. Sanghera 
Principal 


